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Name   ___________________________ Teacher ______________________ Date________         
 

 

 DIRECTIONS: You will be studying the topic written on the line below in the 
near future. Your teacher would like to understand what you already know 
about it. Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. 

1.) Pretend your brain is like a gas tank. Draw a line on the gas gauge to indicate how full you 

feel your tank would be if it were filled with everything you know about this topic. For example, if 

I were an expert on this topic I would indicate my tank was full like this:   

   

             ½          

                                                     ¼                       ¾   

                            

                    EMPTY                                  FULL  

 

2.) Write a few sentences telling me what you already know about this topic.   

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
3.) List four terms or vocabulary words someone might use when talking about this topic. 

Vocabulary Words 

1. 2. 

3. 4. 

   Unit or Topic:  ____________________________________________________________ 

   Major objectives of the unit: 
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4.) If you could ask an expert on this topic one question, what would it be? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5.) Describe the event, concept, picture, or term shown in the box below. 

__________________________________________________ 

      
__________________________________________________  
 
_____________________________________________ _____ 
      
__________________________________________________ 

 

6.) Where did most of your knowledge on this topic come from?  (Circle ALL that apply) 

      a. Adults Outside   b. Teachers   c. Television   d. Books   e. Internet    f. Other__________ 
   of School 
 

7.) How interested are you in learning more about this topic?  (Circle ONE answer) 

 a. Not at all.         b. If I have to.         c. Sure, why not?          d. I can't wait!  

 

8.) How important do you think this topic is for you to learn?   (Circle ONE answer) 

 a. I'll never use it.       c. My teacher says it's important. 

 b. I'm not sure.           d. I think it will be important for me. 

 

9.) What do you think your grade will be on a test over this topic at the end of the unit?            

                                                      (Circle ONE answer) 

                        A         B         C         D          F 

     Why? ____________________________________________________________________ 

 
10.) Write a goal for yourself related to learning about this topic.  
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


